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German Bibliography
Bibliographies


Civil War


Collective Genealogies


LeVan, Russell George. *Early Immigrants from Germany and Switzerland to Eastern Pennsylvania.* Baltimore: Gateway Press, 1990. **EZG.1 L655e** Located in Reading Room

Palen, Margaret Krug. *German Settlers of Iowa: Their Descendants, and European Ancestors.* Bowie, MD: Heritage Books, 1994. **EZG.1 P156g** Located in the Reading Room


**Family History**


Website: [http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy041/95231324.html](http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy041/95231324.html)


Curtis, Mary Emma. *The Michael Fetters Family: From their German Roots in Direct Descent to Michael Fetters (1819-1875) of Burr Oak, Indiana and his Descendants.* Clearwater, FL: M.E. Curtis, 1998. **EZG F419c**

Dieter, Ray A. Jr. …[et. al.]. *A Dieter Family Tree: (Sketches of German Families).* Glen Ellyn, IL: R.A. Dieter, 1981. **EZG D565d**


Gassler, Don W. Gassler Family. Pascagoula, MS: D.W. Gassler, 2006. EZG G2535g2

Gassler, Don W. Heinrich (Henry) Gassler (1805–c. 1885) and his Descendants. Pascagoula, MS: D.W. Gassler, 2005. EZG G2535g


Website: http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0701/79120421.html.

The Keim and Allied Families in America and Europe. Harrisburg, PA: DeB. Randolph Keim, c1989- [c1900]. EZG K275

Kemper, Willis Miller and Harry Linn Wright, comp. and Eds. Genealogy of the Kemper Family in the United States; Descendants of John Kemper of Virginia; with a Short Historical Sketch of his Family and of the German Reformed Colony at Germanna and Germantown, VA. Chicago: G.K. Hazlett & Co., Printers, 1899. EZG K325k

Kemper, Willis Miller and Harry Linn Wright, comp. and Eds. Genealogy of the Kemper Family in the United States: Descendants of John Kemper of Virginia; with a Short Historical Sketch of his Family and of the German Reformed Colony at
LeVan, Russel George. *Early Immigrants from Germany and Switzerland to Eastern Pennsylvania*. Baltimore: Gateway Press, 1990. **EZG M3668m**

Website: [http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0606/90080752.html](http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0606/90080752.html).


Marsh, William R. *The Ancestors and Descendants of F.A. Marsh and Ivy Crites: Containing Ancestors in America from 1620 to the Present with the Origins of some English and German Ancestors as Early as 1480*. Baltimore: Gateway Press, 1990. **EZG M3668m**

Website: [http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0606/90080752.html](http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0606/90080752.html).


Website: [http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0710/2001267709.html](http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0710/2001267709.html).


Website: [http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0703/001030063.html](http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0703/001030063.html).


Website: [http://loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0611/93085863.html](http://loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0611/93085863.html).
Seaver, J. Montgomery. *The Seaver Genealogy: a Genealogy, History and Directory ...of the Seaver (Seavers, Seaver, etc.) Families of Europe and America including Descendants of the Immigrant Robert Seaver who came from England to Massachuesettes in 1633; early English Branch, dating back to A.D. 12187; the Irish Branch, dating back to A.D. 1471, the Scottish Branch, including Descendants of King David of Scotland; the German Branch, and the French Branch.* Autographed from type-written copy. Philadelphia: n.p., 1924. **EZG S4425**


Website: [http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy061/85179359.html](http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy061/85179359.html).


Strobel, P.A. *The Salzburgers and their Descendants: being the History of a Colony of German (Lutheran) Protestants, who Emigrated to Georgia in 1734 and Settled at Ebenezer, Twenty-Five Miles Above the City of Savannah.* Baltimore: T. Newton, Kurtz, 1855. **EZG S1865s**


Weaner, Arthur. *History and Genealogy of the German Emigrant Johan Christian*
Kirscshenmann, Anglicized Cashman. With references to other Cashman Surnames in American of German, Irish, other, and Unknown Origins. Straban, PA: Privately Printed, 1957-. EZG C338w


Winter, Omar, Comp. The Winter Family Journey: Buch am Irchel, Switzerland, Oberacker, Germany, Hlmsheim, Germany, Carmi, Illinois, USA. [Carmi, IL?: O. Winter, 2005]. EZG W7851w


Young, James Kimble Jr., Comp. A Hesser Family History and Genealogy (1708-1951). A Complete History and Genealogy of the Hesser-Hillman Family (1823-1951) of Missouri and Illinois, from Lieutenant Colonel Joseph Paul Hesser (1833-1897) and Mary Catherine (Hillman) Hesser (1833-1914) with Tracing from the German Immigrant Johann Friedrich Hesser (1708-1763)... Springfield, IL: n.p., 1951. EZG H587y

Genealogy Handbooks


Lind, Marilyn. Researching and Finding your German Heritage. Colquet, MN: Linden Tree, c1984. EZG.6 L742r


Smelser, Ronald M. Finding Your German Ancestors. Salt Lake City: Ancestry,
c1991.  **EZG.6 S638f**


Wellauer, Maralyn A. *Family History Research in the German Democratic Republic*. Milwaukee, WI: Roots International, c1987.  **EZG.6 W1447f**


Wellauer, Maralyn A. *Tracing Your German Roots*. Milwaukee, WI: Wellauer, c1978.  **EZG.6 W447t**

**German Ethnic National Focus**


Georg, Heinrich. *Langenaubrach to Milwaukee, 1852-1853*. Translated by Miss


Smith, Clifford Neal. *Emigrants from Saxony (Grandduchy of Sachsen-Weimer- Eisenach) to America, 1854-1859*. DeKalb, IL: Westland Publications, 1974. F8399G S644rm no. 4


Smith, Clifford Neal. *Muster Rolls and Prisoner of war Lists in American Archival
Collections Pertaining to the German Mercenary Troops who Served with the British Forces During the American Revolution. DeKalb, IL: Westland Publications, 1974-1976. Includes index. F8399G S664rm no. 3


Germans in Russia


American Historical Society for Germans from Russia. Northern Illinois Chapter. Unser
F8399RuG N874u


Illinois


Davis, Bobbie Cureton. German Migration to St. Clair County, Illinois, 1830-1865. n.p.: 1949. F896 S D261g Located in Reading Room


Fritsch, William A. German Settlers and German Settlements in Indiana: A Memorial for the State Centennial, 1916. Evansville, IN: n.p., 1965. F895 F91g

Hauberg, Marx D. Memoirs of Marx D. Hauberg: Being a Personal Narrative of the Immigration of his Parents and their Children from Schleswig-Holstein, 1848; a Year’s life and Travel via New York, Pittsburgh; in Tennessee, Alabama and Kentucky, and Life in Rock Island County, Ill., and Scott County, Iowa, 1849 to 1923 Inclusive. Rock Island, IL: Privately printed, 1923. Includes index. F896.3 H368m

**An Index to Biographies & Histories from the Anniversary Edition of the “Belleville
Illinois – Religion and Cemeteries


Dickson, Elmer G. and Charles Dirst, comp. and eds. *Kirchen Buch der Evangelisch...*

Early German Churches (before 1900) of Illinois. Quincy, IL: Illinois Chapter, Palatines to America, 1987. Includes index. F8967 P154e


Pennsylvania

First Reformed Church of Eastern (Eastern, PA.) Some of the First Settlers of the “Forks of the Delaware” and their Descendants; being a Translation from the German of the Record Books of the First Reformed Church of Easton, Penna. From 1760 to 1852. Cleveland, OH: The Arthur H. Clark Co., 1902. F854 E13 E13s

Website: http://digital.library.pitt.edu/cgi-bin/t/text/textidx?c=darltext&view=toc:idno=31735054778513

Website: http://digital.library.pitt.edu/cgi-bin/t/text/textidx?c=darltext&view=toc:idno=31735054778489.


Richards, Henry Melchior Muhlenburg. Index to Surnames: The Pennsylvania-German
F854 R516p Index

Ruff, Paul Miller. The German Church Records of Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania.  
F8967L W53 R9225g

Ruff, Paul Miller. The German Church Records of Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania.  
F8967L W53 R9225g 1980

Rupp, I. Daniel. A Collection of Upwards of Thirty Thousand Names of German, Swiss,  
Dutch, French, and Other Immigrants in Pennsylvania from 1727-1776.  
Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing Company, 1965. First published in 1856 as A  
Collection of Thirty Thousand Names. F854 R94c 1965

Strassburger, Ralph Beaver. Pennsylvania German Pioneers: a Publication of the  
Original Lists from 1727 to 1808. Edited by William John Hinke. Baltimore:  
F854 S897p 1934 (1966)

Strassburger, Ralph Beaver. Pennsylvania German Pioneers; a Publication of the  
Original Lists of Arrivals in the Port of Philadelphia from 1727 to 1808. Edited  
by William John Hinke. Norristown, PA: Pennsylvania German Society,  
1934. F854 S897p

Strassburger, Ralph Beaver. Pennsylvania German Pioneers: A Publication of the  
Original Lists of Arrivals in the Port of Philadelphia from 1727 to 1808. Edited  
F854 S897p 1943 (1992)

Richards, Henry Melchior Muhlenburg. Index to Surnames: The Pennsylvania-German in  
the Revolutionary War, 1775-1783. Lancaster, PA: [The Society], 1908.  
F854 R516p Index

F854 R516p 1908 (2008)

Yoder, Don, ed. Pennsylvania German Immigrants, 1709-1786: Lists Consolidated  
from Yearbooks of the Pennsylvania German Folklore Society. Baltimore:  

**Revolutionary War**


**Miscellaneous**


Smelser, Ronald M. *Preliminary Survey of the German Collection*. Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1979. F935.8 G32f no. 2

United States. General Staff. Military Intelligence Division. * Histories of Two Hundred